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It was a gently undulating sand plain, more white or grey
now than black for little remained of the old pastures than
the half-buried stumps of dead bushes. It was mid-afternoon
and the baggage-train ahead of us seemed to be wilting. The
customary halt for the afternoon prayer was too much for
us and, though we remounted after it to continue the march,
we only rode for a quarter of an hour before giving it up as a
bad job. At our snail's pace it was impossible to reach
Tuwairifa before sunset and, as we intended to spend a night
there in any case, we might just as well leave ourselves
something to do (only seven miles as it proved) on the mor-
row. The afternoons of these desert marches were always
weary, dreary, drowsy affairs, especially when the wind was
in the south. That was not the case now, but the sand driving
before the gusts of the north wind had much the same effect,
and we were fasting. Three weeks we had now done of the
month, and it was more the sense of restraint than anything
else that was beginning to be irksome. With three pots of
tea and a bowl of camel's milk each day between sunset and
dawn I knew not the pangs of thirst, though there were
moments when a draught of cold water would, I thought,
have been the best drink in all the world. For the rest it was
coffee that mattered, and they seemed to find some sort of
respite from their yearning if only they could be at rest pre-
paring the stuff for the critical moment and watching the sun
creep down to the horizon. It would have been more sen-
sible to get over as much ground as possible while all chance
of actual refreshment was taboo, but there is little sense
in men who march resenting every step that increases
the distance from home. And there was little or no
game to produce the necessary diversion in their gloomy
minds.
We camped by a row of low dunes in a desolate patch of
dead vegetation, and the night turned astonishingly cold
after the wind had dropped at sunset. The thermometer
recorded a minimum of 37°, and I shivered as I issued from
my warm, comfortable tent for dinner in the open as usual.
But there was still some meat left of the camel killed at
Maqainama. Try some of this, said Salih holding out a bit

